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ABSTRACT
One of the key issues for effective English learning is to make students easily read and speak in English. Although most college students can pass the testing of English writing and/or reading in Taiwan, they still fail or afraid to speak in English. The Kenyon and Knott phonetic transcription, KK phonetic transcription, is wildly applied as the basic learning tool for most students in Taiwan. This research is aimed to improve the learning effectiveness by firstly developing a set of easy-understanding learning guide about phonetic and phonic rules, and followed by the motivational strategy of action learning that outreach the course learning to their families or friends to learn KK phonetic symbols. The process of this research was divided into 4 cycles of planning, implementing the efficient textbook learning and ask students to teach their families or friends, observations of the students’ teaching materials and their teaching process by video, and students’ share and reflection. The results show that motivational strategies of asking students to teach the KK Phonetic Transcription to someone that is close to them do have positive effects in improving the confidence of speaking English.
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1. INTRODUCTION
English is one of the most popular foreign language in Asia. Most students start to learn English from elementary school. One of the common scenarios in the college classroom of teaching English in Taiwan is that most student are scared to speak or talk in English. In spite of already passing the test of reading and writing, they are still lack of confidence when speaking in English. How to improve the motivation to speak and/or talk in English is the main challenge that most teachers teaching English as the major foreign language concerned.

When facing words with multi-syllables word decoding, irregular spelling pattern, special vowels and phonics, most students fail to read accurately. Systematic phonics instruction can be helpful for children to read better [1]. Cheng [2] also suggested that Phonics should be taught systematically and clearly. While meeting unknown words, students could sound out words through grapheme-phoneme conversation. The Kenyon and Knott (KK) Phonetic Transcription is the major unified transcription system in Taiwan, and wildly applied for all levels of students to learn English spelling and pronunciation [3]. KK phonetic symbols and phonics are the key factors to help students understand word recognition and pronounce confidently. If they could blend phonemes, improve spelling pattern, and find the path to word recognition on their own, students would have more interest and higher motivation to speak in English confidently.

Action research (AR) has a long history and been applied for English-as-a-Foreign Language (EFL) teachers to improve their teaching efficiency [4]. The peer feedback in college English writing class was studied to improve students’ English writing skill [5]. The mobile learning of MOOCs (massive open online courses) was studied to evaluate the effectiveness of traditional teaching combined with MOOCs on college English writing course [6]. The way to filter useful information technologies to help teachers and guide students to improve English writing ability through mobile learning was proposed. The writing skill teaching with the aid of scaffolding theory by Vygotsky was also conducted [7]. If the teacher’s active scaffolding processes can be applied at the early stage of the learning cycle students’ confidence level can be increased and positive attitude towards writing can also be observed. Action research in cross-school and collaborative classroom-based EFL teaching study were developed in Korea and concluded that AR can be sustainable by making English teachers as researchers [8].
implementation of action research projects among forty English language teachers of thirty Palestinian schools were proposed that aimed to study the outcomes of action research among teachers [9]. It was revealed that action research was a powerful, inquiry and exploratory tool that impacted teachers’ classroom practices.

Learning strategies for EFL, specific actions such as seeking out conversation partners or giving possible encouragement, could enhance students’ learning [10]. Planning for a language task was suggested as one of the effective EFL learning strategies. As mentioned previously that KK phonetic transcription plays an important role of EFL learning in Taiwan, the objective of this research is to plan the learning strategy for students to enhance their learning motivation by asking them to teach their family or friends to learn KK phonetic symbols. Follow the procedure of action research, an efficient KK phonetic transcription study guide is firstly developed in the plan stage. The students are taught with the study guide and asked to make a teaching plan for their families or friends. The students are also asked to report and share their actions of teaching their families or friends. Some observations and reflections from students and their families or friends are summarized. The results show that the learning strategy of outreach the course learning to the students’ families or friends can significantly enhance the learning motivation and consequently improve the learning effectiveness.

2. PLANNING FOR ACTION RESEARCH

English is a compulsory course for college freshmen in Taiwan. As observed from the EFL courses in college over twenty years, pronunciation is the main challenge for most students. Students are afraid of speaking English even they had passed the reading and writing. The most effective way to enhance the confidence of speaking English is to re-teach the KK phonetic transcription for them. In order to make the learning of KK phonetics more meaningful, all the students were asked to teach their family or friends the KK phonetics. This project assignment can yield the meaningful and relevant learning motivation. It is also an opportunity to show their learning achievement and progress to those who are closed and cared persons. The four stages of plan, act, observe, and reflect of action research are scheduled for the course of English briefing, a course for the freshman in college, as shown in Figure 1. In addition to teach the briefing report skills, the KK phonetic transcription was firstly re-taught for more correct spelling and precise pronunciation.

Figure 1 The four stages and the corresponding actions for this action research.

In the plan stage of this action research, an effective KK A learning guide is firstly developed for efficient learning. The learning guide is to build easy-to-remembered rules for KK phonetic symbols as shown in Table 1. In addition to the phonetic rules, some illustration to help students to remember the connections. For instance, Figure 2(a) shows the emphasize the pronunciation with nose and Figure 2(b) spelling practice with figures. The learning guide is planned for 5 weeks of two hours course per-week. The first two weeks are focused on the basic vowels, consonants, and spelling. The special consonants and irregular vowel are taught in the third week. Special phonetic rules of unit 05~10 are scheduled for the 4th and 5th weeks.

Figure 2 Examples of learning guide for KK phonetics, (a) pronounce with nose, and (b) spelling practice table.
After the initial plan of training the students by the learning guide, students could understand and memorize the rules of phonics and successfully and effectively make correct spelling when facing the new words. This stage of learning also provides a good reference for students to make their own teaching practice as they are asked to outreach their learning results to be a teacher of KK phonetic symbols. They have to develop their own teaching materials to teach their family or friends. Applications of technologies can be applied to their project preparing, including the Microsoft PowerPoint software for making teaching materials, free video editor to make videos, were also toughed in the classroom.

### 3. ACTION RESEARCH FOR LEARNING THROUGH TEACHING

The action stage of action research is to complete the memory, cognitive, comprehension, metacognitive, affective, and social learning strategies of learning. To make an teaching material and to teach are great challenges both in teaching expertise and psychological pressure for freshman students. It is a good opportunity for them to transform and help to recall what they had learned. The objective is to enhance their learning attitude and motivation to be more actively. They also have to make a video to record their teaching procedure and results. Feedback from their teaching object should also been recorded in the video. The results should include introduction of the teaching object, teaching procedure, challenges and how to overcome, feedback from the teaching object, and their reflections from this project.

Most students asked their families to help them by playing as the teaching object of the project. Family members of parents and brothers or sisters are commonly observed. The age of the teaching objects can be ranged from 4 to over 50 years old. One observation of the students’ action project shown in Figure 3 is introduced. The teaching object is the student’s mother. The teach plan was to illustrate and guide her mother to make correct spell with basic vowels and consonants. The procedure recorded in the video showed that although the mother pronounced with native accent she can spell the KK phonetics correctly. The resulting feedback from the mother indicated that she felt very fun and happy to have the chance to study with her daughter together. Some reflections were reported from the student as:

- There do exist many challenges in teaching with unexpected response from the teaching object.
- The whole action process of material preparing, teaching, take photo and video, and report summary was exhausting, yet felt very fruitful.
- She not only learned the way to spell, but also learned the good experience for an action plan, execution, and report summary for the rest courses.

Through the cycle of action and reflection, most students finished their plans. One of the most common experience gained as the students reflected is that teaching is much more difficult than they ever imagined. Most students reflected that they could understand the difficult situation of teachers.

### Table 1. Learning guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Phonetic rules</th>
<th>Phonetic symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>vowel</td>
<td>[ i ] [ e ] [ I ] [ e ] [ ae ] [ u ] [ ur ] [ o ] [ o ] [ a ] [ æ ] [ ə ] [ a ] [ ai ] [ au ] [ a ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>consonant</td>
<td>[ p ] [ b ] [ t ] [ d ] [ k ] [ g ] [ f ] [ v ] [ s ] [ z ] [ θ ] [ θ ] [ h ] [ j ] [ ʃ ] [ tʃ ] [ dʒ ] [ m ] [ n ] [ w ] [ j ] [ l ] [ r ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>special consonant</td>
<td>c [ k ] j [ dʒ ] qu [ kw ] y [ j ] x [ ks ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>compound consonant</td>
<td>ng [ n ] nk [ ŋk ] ph [ f ] gh [ f ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>soft sound</td>
<td>ce [ s ] cl [ s ] cy [ s ] ge [ dʒ ] gi [ dʒ ] gy [ dʒ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>r-controlled suffix vowel</td>
<td>air [ er ] are [ er ] ear [ er ] ear [ er ] ere [ er ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3 The action of carrying out the teaching project.

4. CONCLUSION

Action research for KK phonetic transcription learning was studied with an EFL course of college freshman. For most students to learn EFL, correct spelling and precise pronunciation were the main challenge for them to speak in English with confidence, even though they had passed the writing and reading tests in the entrance examination of college. This research is aimed to improve the learning effectiveness by firstly developing a set of easy-understanding learning guide about phonetic and phonic rules, and followed by the motivational strategy of action learning that outreach the course learning to their families or friends to learn KK phonetic symbols. The four stages of action research, plan, act, observe and reflect are scheduled with the course. The final project was that they have to develop their own teaching materials to teach their family or friends to learn KK phonetic symbols. Project results must be presented in a video that tells the story of their teaching action, including the introduction of their teaching object, teaching procedure, challenges and how to overcome, feedback from the teaching object, and their reflections from this project action. Some conclusions are summarized as followed.

- Through this action project, the learning motivation was significantly enhanced for most students. They realized that their learning was very important because they have to teach their families based on their learning results.

- The learning guide not only played as a tool for the students to learn KK phonetics, but also applied as the teaching materials for them in the teaching project. The learning guide together with the other video editing and multi-media software formed a set of valuable supporting tools for this action research.

- With the supporting tools and the enhanced learning motivation, most students learned the KK phonetic transcription and finished their project, i.e., they proved themselves the successful learning of KK phonetics by teaching their families or friends to learn.

- A common experience gained as the students reflected is that teaching is much more difficult than they ever imagined. Most students reflected that they could understand the difficult situation of teachers through this action project.

- Action research in this paper reveals that “action”- the students were asked to finish can both enhance the learning motivation and learning effectiveness. The benefit of applying action research in EFL related teaching classroom is proved and can be further encouraged.
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